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Abstract

During braking, both the disc and pads in disc brakes are worn. Since disc
brakes are not sealed,some of the wear particles generated can become
airborne. Several studies have found anassociation between adverse health
effects and the concentration of particles in the atmosphere,so it is of interest to
improve our knowledge of the airborne wear particles generated by discbrakes.

This thesis deals with experimental and computational methods focusing on
airborne wearparticles from disc brakes. The eight appended papers discuss the
possibility to both measure andnumerically determine the concentration and
size distribution of airborne wear particles thatoriginate from the pad-to-disc
contact. The objective is to increase the scientific knowledge ofairborne wear
particles generated from disc brakes.

Papers A, B and C describe tests of disc brake materials conducted in a
modified pin-on-discmachine. The results show that the test set-up can be used
to measure and rank disc brakematerials with respect to the concentration of
airborne particles generated. Ultrafine (nanosized),fine and coarse airborne
wear particles that contain metals such as iron, copper and tin werefound.

Papers D and E describe a novel disc brake assembly test stand and
tests of disc brake materialsconducted in it. The results show that the test
set-up can be used to measure the concentrationand size distribution of
airborne wear particles generated from disc brake materials. The resultsalso
indicate an ability to rank different pad/disc combinations with respect to the
concentrationof airborne wear particles. Furthermore, the results suggest that
this test stand can be used tostudy rust layer removal from the disc and that
airborne particles are generated even at low brakepressures, such as used to
remove dirt from the disc.

Paper F compares measurements made in passenger car field tests with
measurements made in adisc brake assembly test stand and in a pin-on-disc
machine. A promising correlation between thethree different test methods is
found.

Paper G presents and discusses a simulation methodology that numerically
determines theconcentration and size distribution of airborne wear particles
generated from the pad-to-disccontact in disc brakes by using general-purpose
finite element software.

Paper H discusses a cellular automaton model that describes the
microscopic contact situationbetween the pad and disc in disc brakes.
This model is used to numerically determine the amountof wear that
leaves the contact. The results correlate qualitatively with experimental
observationsfound in the literature.
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